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>> Welcome to Mom Enough.  
 
[ Music ]  
 
>> With your cohost developmentally psychologist, Dr. Marti Erickson and Erin Erickson, maternal child 
health specialist brought to you through a partnership with the Minnesota Department of Education and 
Working Family Resource Center. Content copyrighted by Marti and Erin Erickson, all rights reserved.  
 
>> Here's my grandma, Marti, and here's Erin, my Mom [inaudible].  
 
>> Erin Erickson: I'm Erin Erickson here with my mom, Marti and we're the cohosts of Mom Enough, an 
internet based show about parenting. And we are so honored tonight to record the Fifth Annual Mother 
Words Reading as our 100th episode. And we are both just huge fans of Kate Hopper [phonetic] and 
we're just so happy to be doing this.  
 
>> Marti Erickson: We are and I just want to add that Mom Enough has been around for almost six years 
now. We were originally Good Enough Moms and did our show on the radio for several years and then 
had a trademark challenge to our name. So we are now Mom Enough. Don't want to be mom too little 
or mom too much but try to figure out just the right way to be mom enough and we know that's a lot 
easier said than done. But as my daughter Erin said, we are really pleased to be able to offer tonight's 
reading to all of our listeners. We'll be posting this show in just a few weeks at momenough.com and we 
hope that those of you who are here live tonight will check that out. If you don't know about Mom 
Enough we post a new show every Monday morning and they stay up there forever. So you can go back 
and listen to all the wonderful guests we've had over the last couple of years and I want to say that 
we've had Kate Hopper as a guest on a numerous occasions. Both when we are on the radio and since 
we took our show privately to the internet. And we're big fans of what Kate has done and continues to 
do to focus on the importance of the experiences, the stories, the insights of mothers, and so this event 
each year is just one of the highlights for Erin and me. And we're really glad that we kind of marry Kate's 
work with our work and bring this evening's event to so many people beyond those of you who can be 
here live. I also want to just acknowledge The Loft Literary Center which is one of those extraordinary 
resources here in the Twin Cities. Many of you who are listening online don't live in Minnesota. We have 
listeners all across the country and in about 35 countries around the world. And so many people won't 
know about The Loft but you should because it's really a treasure here in the Twin Cities and does such 
an extraordinary job of holding up good writing, good reading, and really helping all of us in this 
community understand how important that is to our human development, to our human well-being. So 
thanks to The Loft and thanks to you, Kate Hopper, I'd like to turn it over now to Lucas Schulze who's the 
Events Coordinator for The Loft. And I think he's going to introduce Kate and also give you a few more 
hospitality directions maybe. Welcome, Lucas.  



 
>> Lucas Schulze: Good evening. I am Lucas Schulze. I am the Events Coordinator at The Loft. If you have 
any questions about upcoming events, any our classes, we have a novel writing conference coming on 
November 5th through the 6th, just come and find me after the reading. I'm very excited about tonight's 
Fifth Annual Mother Words Reading. And I want to thank you all for being in support of Kate Hopper 
who is one of The Loft's most beloved teaching artists. Kate Hopper's been the recipient of a Fulbright 
scholarship and a Minnesota State Arts Board grant. Her first book user words A Writing Guide for 
Mothers will be published by Vive Editions [phonetic] in May 2012. Her memoir, Small Continents, is 
currently be circulated among interested editors. Her writing has also appeared in a number of journals 
and magazines including Brevity, Literary Mama, and The New York Times online. She has been teaching 
at The Loft since 2006. She also teaches her class of mother writers online, coordinates an annual 
writing retreat for mothers, and is an editor at Literary Mama. She lives in Minneapolis with her husband 
and two daughters. Please welcome, Kate Hopper.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: Thank you, Lucas, and thank you Marti and Erin. And thank you all of you for being here 
tonight. It's really such an amazing thing to stand up here and see all of these faces, familiar ones and 
unfamiliar ones. So first I'd like to thank The Loft as well for this beautiful space and also for being such 
an important part of our literary community. If you aren't a member of The Loft you can become one at 
loft.org and I also really appreciated the fact that they believed in me and in my classes for mothers. And 
they always give me the space to teach so thank you to The Loft Literary Center. And I'm very grateful to 
Marti and Erin Erickson for allowing us to be a part of Mom Enough and to Luke Jezz [phonetic] who is 
the sound engineer for Mom Enough. He's recording back there in that little room. And there are a 
number of other people who helped make this event a celebration so the following people brought 
food. Really, I mean couldn't do this all alone. So my mom, Nancy Olson [phonetic], where are you 
mom? Oh right there, okay. Lauren McClafeve [phonetic] and Rayna Restland [phonetic], Kate Freeborn 
[phonetic], my sister, Rachel Hopper, and Jess Holtman [phonetic] has brought her magical bars again 
this year. And if you were here last year, they go like hot cakes and this year she put dark chocolate in 
some and milk chocolate in the others. So you're going to want to get out there quickly. [Laughing]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: And thanks to Majors and Quinn [phonetic] for being out there. They're selling Jill's and 
Sonya's books out there so you can buy a book and they will be there to sign them after the reading and 
the question and answer time. And I want to thank my family for their constant support and especially 
my husband, Donnie [phonetic], who is -- where is he? I can't see any -- oh, [laughing] he's right in front 
of me. Well, for everything so enough thanking of people but so over the last -- I've been teaching 
Mother Words for five and a half years. And over these last five and a half years I've had a chance to 
listen and read and work with mothers and I've had the chance to read such extraordinary stories that 
have been crafted from their lives, stories dealing with loss and longing, identity, neurosis and fear, 
ambivalence and joy, stories about transformation and acceptance. And in reading these stories my own 
world has really expanded and to be able to walk in someone's shoes even for a few moments or for a 
few weeks however long it takes you to read something, I think it's a real gift and it's a gift that has 
expanded my sense of the world and really made me a better mother. And I love what authors Kathleen 
Hirsch and Katrina Kenison write in the introduction to their anthology Mothers: Twenty Stories of 



Contemporary Motherhood. They say it takes courage to write about motherhood in a culture that sets 
women and children on the sidelines. And it takes even greater courage to give voice to the powerful 
emotions and fears that swirl deep beneath the surface of our daily lives in forming and shaping in our 
relationships with our children and the world at large. And I really believe it does take courage to write 
the truth of our daily lives. So I'm really grateful to the women, to the mothers who are doing just that, 
crafting their lives into art. Making the path easier perhaps or less lonely for another mother down the 
line. So you're doing really important work and I'm especially grateful tonight that two of my favorite 
mother writers are here, Jill Christman and Sonya Huber. Both flew in to Minneapolis to be here tonight. 
So I'm going to read both of the their bios right now and then Sonya's going to read first. They both are 
reading kind of nursing pieces. So we're going to start with Sonya and then I will be the break in 
between and then we're going to end with a weaning story.  
 
[ Laughter ]  
 
>> Is that Jill?  
 
>> Kate Hopper: Yes, yes there you go. There you go. So Jill Christman's memoir, Darkroom of Family 
Exposure, won the AWP Awards Series in creative nonfiction and was published by the University of 
Georgia Press in 2002. It's just been reissued in paperback but actually the hard cover is the one that's 
out there so you can still buy it though. Recent essays appearing in River Teeth and Harpur Palate have 
been honored by Pushcart nominations and other recent writing has been published by Barrelhouse, 
Brevity, Literary Mama, Mississippi Review and Wonder Time. She is finishing her second memoir in 
which she examines fear through the lens of motherhood. She teaches creative nonfiction in Ashland's 
University low residency MFA program and at Ball State University in Muncie where she lives with her 
husband, writer Mark Neely, and their two children. And Sonya Huber is the author of two books of 
creative nonfiction, Cover Me: A Health Insurance Memoir, finalist for the 2010 Grub Street National 
Book Prize in nonfiction and Open Nobody, short listed for the Sorlornian [phonetic] prize. She's also 
written a textbook, The Backwards Research Guide for Writers: Using Your Life for Reflection, 
Connection and Inspiration. Her work has been published in literary journals and magazines including 
the Sonora Review, Forshona [phonetic], Passages North, Hotel America, Crab Orchard Review, The 
Chronicle of Higher Education and Washington Post magazine. She teaches in a low residency MFA 
program at Ashland University. So please welcome Sonya Huber.  
 
[ Clapping ]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Hey everyone. Thanks for coming tonight. It's great for me to be back in Minneapolis. I 
went to Carleton College south of the cities and I love, love the Twin Cities. All right, so yep I'm going to 
read about boobs. [Laughter] And also I just wanted to say I -- when I was picking up my rental car 
today, I talked to the woman. Asked me what I did for a living and I said I teach creative writing. And she 
said, oh you're blessed aren't you? And I said I am. And so that was cool and I'm -- yeah I'm just really 
happy to get to do these kind of things and I'm also excited for the time in which those of you who write 
in the audience will be up here at places like this and the rest of us will get to hear your words. All right 



this is called Breast Is Best. I leaned over the downy head of my infant son's, Ivan, as he struggled to 
achieve ideal latch on of my nipple while swallowing correctly and maintaining suction for the 
recommended minimum of 10 minutes. I wasn't holding my son. I was operating a sort of biological 
Gameboy and losing. Ivan didn't it yet but as a five day old he was already being processed, evaluated 
and graded. His inputs and outputs were recorded on a handy chart. His mommy was a milk soaked 
sniveling wreck sitting in a darkened bedroom with a shrieking baby. Minutes before I had spoken over 
the phone with a case worker from the Women, Infants and Children Public Health Program who had in 
the guise [phonetic] of being helpful, reduced me to tears by introducing yet another set of standards 
and advised me to the U-hold and the slide on approach. [Censored] the WIC lady Ivan, I whispered into 
his ear. Boobs are food wise back in Vogue so much so that women who choose to feed their infants 
with formula are often subject to a barrage of public judgment from health conscious strangers. At the 
same time, it's not acceptable in most places in the United States to whip out a breast and feed a child. 
People stare and cluck their tongues if a mother bares even the shadow of an areola. Breastfeeding is 
great in theory, it's the practice that's problematic. This is part of the reason that three weeks after 
giving birth I'm not exactly sure how to leave the house. I'm already so deeply immersed in the new 
wave of breastfeeding technology that it seems the only way out is to surrender completely. Do I 
purchase a stylish nursing drape complete with a weight that hangs down my back to maintain a modest 
curtain over baby and breast? I already have an electric breast pump with leatherette carrying case. 
[Laughter] I hope I'm not so much of a coward that although I have two functioning nipples, I'll be 
reduced to pumping, storing, freezing, thawing, bottling, and then feeding my son in public with bottled 
milk that he could more easily access right from the source. I could pass a licensing exam in 
breastfeeding technology. I have all the equipment and accessories, all the books, manuals, and 
coursework but getting milk from breast into my son's mouth was the tough part. I approached 
breastfeeding the way I would approach any other foreign skill. I researched and over researched. When 
I six months pregnant I attended an hour long breastfeeding seminar at Ross Labs makers of the infant 
formula Similac. [Laughter] Maybe out of guilt for all that formula had done to discourage breastfeeding 
around the world, Ross had an extensive support system for nursing mothers including multiple private 
lactation rooms for pumping. I was a freelance proofreader at Ross and I thought I'd take advantage of 
some of the perks. We each got a ton of free stuff including samples of formula, coupons for formula, 
and a baby bowl with the Similac logo and a teddy bear printed inside. The lactation consultant listed 
the benefits of breastfeeding and then got into the difficulties, sore, cracked, bruised or bleeding 
nipples, bad positioning, breasts engorged with milk, nipple confusion and on and on.  
 
>> Sonya Huber: I left feeling vaguely discourage like I was about to try out for a sports team where I 
knew I was going to get cut. Over the next month I received three cans of formula from Ross in the mail 
and I put them in the kitchen cabinet just in case. I'd assumed up until this point that breastfeeding 
occurred with motherly simplicity. Put the baby on and he drinks. Immediately after the training I began 
to rethink my cavalier attitude. The next week I went to a used bookstore and picked up three 
breastfeeding manuals. The first one, a big book with friendly 70s black and white pictures of couples 
with big, shaggy hairdos advise me to rough up my nipples with a towel after each shower to prepare for 
the work ahead. [Laughter] It's true. [Laughter]  
 



>> Sonya Huber: I started that painful project. [Laughing] I'm so embarrassed and [laughter] -- and 
began my anxious accumulation of lactation theory. [Laughter] Despite our agilation [phonetic] of 
breasts, the nipple itself is almost grotesque. It releases fluid from many places hidden in the pockets 
between its purplish or reddish or brownish folds. The nipple itself is a cross between a raspberry and a 
tiny brain, a cluster of spherical lobes stuck together in a cylinder that raises and lowers like a periscope. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: I'm a woman with all the usual body onxyed [phonetic] but I harbor no undue hatred 
toward my body. I like various parts but I've never been crazy about my nipples. [Laughter] Sure I like 
the occasional encounter with a tongue during foreplay but men seem to want to twist them with 
abandon. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: So I developed a habitual swatting motion with my hand whenever I was roaming 
around on the way towards sex. Keep away from those things. They're more sensitive than you think.  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Two weeks before my son was born, I took my seat in a three hour breastfeeding class 
at a local women's center. I'd already absorbed many of the benefits of nursing from various manuals 
and from childbirth courses. I had learn the mantra, breast is best and I understood that breastfed 
babies had fewer allergies and a stronger immune system as well as higher IQs. Measie [phonetic] our 
instructor asked, who here was breastfed as a child? Two women out of 30 raised their hands. Measie 
[phonetic] nodded and crossed her arms. Yep, she said, a generation even two of women were told that 
formula was best. It was modern but now we know different. She wound up the intensity level and hit 
her stride. The problem is that you want to breastfed and no one in your family even knows how to 
teach you. Measie [phonetic] held up her prosthetic boob and depressed the area around the edge of 
the areola explaining that babies' jaws had to compress the sinuses beneath the skin to express milk and 
that sucking would release oxytocin [phonetic] to stimulate milk letdown and prolactin to increase the 
amount of milk produced. A lot of this class is going to spent correcting outdated information that 
breastfeeding experts told women 10 years ago, Measie [phonetic] explained. As one example she 
mentioned the rough up your nipples technique I'd been torturing myself with. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Another was that women were told to switch breasts after 10 minutes, a nutritional 
mistake given that breast milk changed composition during each nursing session. There's the salad 
course first for volume. Then there's the meat and potatoes for nutrients, said Measie [phonetic]. Finally 
there's the dessert course, lots of fat. You want your baby to stay latched on to get that last section of 
hind milk. I found quite an oversight that mammals have been breastfeeding since well before homo 
sapiens [phonetic] made the scene but human milk, the fluid that made our species possible has only 
been studied in detail in the last few years. We women sitting in those chairs were beginning to feel 
pretty proud of our boobs even if they'd given us agony over their weird shapes and inadequate 
volumes are whole lives. They had a purpose. They were intelligent. Armed with boob pride we took out 
assorted baby dolls and stuffed animals to practice four common nursing positions. I pulled out a blue 
musical dog feeling ridiculous as I jammed the dog's snout onto my breast. [Laughter]  
 



>> Sonya Huber: Setting off a rendition of Brahms's lullaby. Then we saw a video of a hospital lactation 
consultant giving guidance to real women using real boobs to feed real babies. The consultant reach 
right into the mix repeatedly grabbing a boob and connecting it squarely with a baby's face. Use the ram 
technique said the video, illustrating rapid arm movement. A handy reminder to smoosh [phonetic] 
baby's head onto breast with force and speed like an orange headed for a juicer. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Moments after Ivan was born I pulled back my hospital gown and we engaged in battle. 
Over the next two days I let him gnaw at me with his shockingly strong jaws. The stinging was so bad 
that I kicked my foot and winced whenever he latched on. His rooting reflex caused his mouth to open 
wide as he swung his face furiously back and forth looking for something to attach to. My nipples 
became raw, pink, tinged with blood and scabbed. One of them extruded solidified rods of colostrum 
and the other developed clear fluid filled bumps. Both became angled and misshapen from all the 
gumming. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: That's so gross, I'm sorry. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: I asked six different nurses on all three shifts if I could talk to the hospital lactation 
consultant who failed to appear. Instead a night nurse adjusted when I was delirious with exhaustion 
and the effort of baby wrestling if I wouldn't consider supplementing with a little formula. I refused. 
When I woke up, a bottle filled with premixed Similac formula waited on my nightstand. I pitched it in 
the trash. I called the hospital's main desk from my room and asked for the lactation office number. 
Later that day the consultant finally appeared. After a few questions she asked if anything was hurting. I 
nodded. How would you rate the pain, she asked. I don't know a five, I said. She watched me latch on -- 
latch him on once, said it looked everything was going great and left. My nipples had become the center 
of my universe. Just home from the hospital I sat on my couch after feeding Ivan and pulled them out for 
inspection obliviously to the fact that my parents were sitting across the room from me. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: I realized that if you stare long enough at the female human nipple it begins to look 
with its leveled head and sloping base suspiciously like Devil's Tower in Wyoming. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: The spot aliens were drawn to in Close Encounters of the Third Kind. At least I didn't 
have the urge to sculpt them with mashed potatoes. [Laughter] I strapped a crescent shaped pillow 
around my middle. The one recommended as the best nursing accessory, my breast friend, [chuckles] --  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Complete with a back support, Velcro closure, and a little pocket for storing something 
you might need during breastfeeding, the remote, a fifth of whiskey [laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: We'd achieved latch on and Ivan knew how to suck but it still hurt like hell. The evil hot 
pain of bad attachment, the deep tissue pain of correct latch on, the currents of warm pain when he 
pulled fluid from my breasts, and the prickles of sharp pain when milk began flowing. Over the next days 
I nursed around the clock, cried, slept a little and flipped through breastfeeding techs. One manual 
featured an illustration of a neatly dressed woman with combed hair -- combed hair and a slight smile 



on her face breastfeeding a roly [phonetic] poly infant. To add insult to injury, she sat at a table holding 
a bud vase with a flower, [laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: A glass of water and a plate holding something that the caption described as a 
nutritious snack. I looked at this illustration in the depths of hopelessness and for some reason the 
phrase nutritious snack drove me insane with sleep deprived rage. I think that was the day my entire 
diet consisted of a cup of coffee and a bunch of salt and vinegar potato chips. Four days into it and two 
hormone induced emotional crashes later, my milk came in giving me round rock hard throbbing 
breasts. The main satisfaction from those days was seeing Ivan lolling on my breast friend after a 
successful feeding like a drunk on a lounge chair. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: My nipple hanging in his slack mouth like the butt of a stogie. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Two days later a lactation consultant from WIC called to check in. I'd gone on public 
health assistance when I learned I couldn't afford health insurance for my son and I wasn't really used to 
being a case or having a case worker. Still I was so grateful for that voice on the other end of the phone. 
She asked me how long I was nursing per breast. Eight minutes I guessed but he's nursing every half 
hour. I don't know if that's normal. We'll take 10 using the royal we to refer, I suppose, to the entire 
lactation community but 15 minutes is ideal. I paused suddenly guarded. If I didn't sound like the perfect 
new mom would they cut my benefits or send someone official -- over to check on Ivan? Still I wanted to 
take advantage of her knowledge so I asked her about pain with latch on. He needs to learn latch on 
now she said or he may never learn it. She described new latch on techniques, a slide of the nipple 
approach, a compress and release breast sandwich that baffled me with their complexity. I grabbed a 
pen and took notes on the back of an envelope. She promised to mail some readings on the new 
breastfeeding theory. I looked again at my illegible scrawled notes from our conversation, overwhelmed 
by yet another school of nursing thought which was cause enough for a third meltdown. Two days later, 
the instructions from WIC arrived, photocopied information from 1995. The sheet described breast 
compression contradicting my breast pump manual which told me not to compress the breast because it 
could cause bruising. Another worksheet took a dig at my breast friend telling me I should be supporting 
my son with only my arm. In desperation I called the lactation consultant at the women's center to ask 
why my son was taking five minutes snacks for four hours at a stretch. The woman sighed 
sympathetically, that's cluster feeding. Switch breasts every five minutes, camp out on the couch, rent a 
movie, and rest assured that it won't last. I wanted to hug her relieved that my son apparently wasn't 
doing the breast buffet to drive me insane. I sat back and surveyed the growing stack of breastfeeding 
research on my desk. It was more than I'd ever wanted to know, enough so that I was beginning to see 
debates and factions within the lactation field. Still the latest research wasn't going to make me feel 
better about this weird and frightening pursuit of feeding my son with liquid that came from my body.  
 
>> Sonya Huber: When my son was 16 days old, I ventured out of the house to take him to a 
breastfeeding support group at the women's center. After we'd been in the slightly stuffy room for an 
hour, Ivan abruptly began screaming with hunger. Breastfriendless, I tried to prop him on my rolled coat 
and I shot milk at him while he cried and whipped [laughter] --  



 
>> Sonya Huber: His head around like a rabid terrier. The next week at the support group, one mother 
confessed to having moments of rage at her colicky newborn who had acid reflux and needed to be 
propped constantly at a thirty degree angle. Why don't the rest of you talk about how you deal with 
those feelings said the facilitator. The words jumped in my throat but I didn't open my mouth. The 30 
other women fussed with their babies, patted backs, reached for diapers, wiped tiny lips. Would nobody 
including myself confess to what I knew I'd experienced at 3 a.m.? The question of whether to kill myself 
or sell the baby. [Laughter]  
 
>> Sonya Huber: It wasn't that I didn't love my child or that I didn't want to keep breastfeeding but being 
a food source had its downside. Maybe the room was too crowded or there were too many little ears or 
maybe we would too scared to admit we were each the bad mother who wanted to run away. Someone 
raised a question about bottle feeding and the moment was gone. Thank you. [Applause]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: Thank you, Sonya. I'm not funny tonight so just so you know. Tonight I'm going to read 
from my memoir which by the time these readings are done and the book is actually out, you're going to 
have heard the whole darn book. [Laughter] No not really but so this -- my memoir's now called Small 
Continents and it's about my daughter's premature birth, my first daughter in 2003 due to severe 
preeclampsia and it details the breakdown of my pregnancy and her month in the neonatal intensive 
care unit, the NICU. And then kind of our first year together at home and it's a story about having faith 
in one's self and learning to live with uncertainty and kind of using stories to connect with other people. 
And tonight I'm going to read two short excerpts. One of the things that I really struggled with when 
Stella was born was not feeling like a mother when she was still in the hospital. And I did not experience 
that fall immediate in love, head over heels in love with your baby the way that people say you're 
supposed to. And I was very afraid of loving her because I thought I might lose her. So I'm going to read 
two sections tonight that touch on that and the first part is when Stella is three days old. And it's the 
first time that I really see her. I was very ill. I was really sick before she was born and right after she was 
born and I was being given copious amounts of drugs. And so she was born on a Saturday and this is 
Monday afternoon. And my husband, Donnie [phonetic], has just pushed me through the tunnel 
connecting Abbott Northwestern with Children's Hospital.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: And we're first going into the NICU. So, we're buzzed into the NICU. The wide doors 
swing open and Donnie [phonetic] pushes me into bright lights where I'm enveloped by antiseptic smell 
that's sweet and floral. I put my hand to my mouth trying not to gag. The room is long and wide with 
shiny white floors. People in blue scrubs and colorful smocks sit at tables and in front of computers. 
Donnie [phonetic] says this is where the freezer room is. He motions to a small room on the left with a 
wave of his hand as though he's a tour guide. His voice is matter of fact but welcoming. The kind of voice 
you hear piped through speakers on a double decker bus. Stella's in here, he says, still using the voice. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: He pushes me into the first room on the left which is smaller and less bright. He points 
to an area in the middle of the room on the right and there she is, a miniature thing. Smaller than a doll 



lying out in the open but why is she out in the open? She was in an incubator Saturday night when I first 
saw her for those two minutes in the special care nursery. She was in an incubator this morning when 
she was wheeled past my hospital room. I glance around the room, count five other incubators. Why is 
my daughter the only one not in an incubator? As Donnie [phonetic] pushes me towards her, I'm so 
dizzy that I have to close my eyes but I can't shut out the machines which beep and whir. I can't shut out 
the suctioning sound of my wheelchair tires on the polished linoleum. When we come to a stop, I open 
my eyes. Donnie's hand is on my arm helping me up. Then I'm standing and when I look down at my 
daughter, my stomach or chest something in my center tightens. A white ventilator is taped over her 
mouth and her scrawny legs are splayed like a frogs. Goggles cover her eyes. Purple veins track across 
her skull like a spider web. I take a deep breath. This cannot be my baby. This is not supposed to be how 
it happens. I look up around the large room. Nurses hover over incubators. Monitors beep. Alarms 
sound. Through the windows at the end of the room, the sky is blue, bright fall blue. How can that be? 
How can my baby be here in this place? How can the sun be shining outside? I remembered Stella being 
beautiful Saturday night and even this morning, I'm sure she was beautiful but as I stare at her I realize I 
was wrong. She's not beautiful. She's yellow. I'm Callie [phonetic] says a woman at my side. I'm one of 
Stella's primary nurses. Kate I reply though she probably already knows who I am. I can turn off the light 
so you can see her eyes, she says. I nod. At least she has eyes. It's a phototherapy light, Callie says, for 
the jaundice. Oh, I say. Donnie squeezes my elbow and I look at him. Do you want to touch her he asks? 
He's smiling. I stare at him. Why is he smiling? Kate, he says, do you want to touch the baby? I nod. Yes, I 
guess. Callie points to the sink in the corner of the room. The sink in the NICU is wide and metal. Donnie 
presses a pedal with his foot and water streams from the faucet. He squirts pink soap into my hands. 
Lather two minutes, he says, rinse fingers to wrists hands up. Again I wonder who he is. [Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: I love you. I always do that to him. [Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: But I do as he says lather and rinse, fingers to wrist as he holds my elbow to keep me 
from falling over. Then I stand next to him as he does the same. As we shuffle back to Stella, I'm aware 
of the flemsingness [phonetic] of my hospital gowns. One tied in front, the other in back. It feels as if I'm 
wrapped only in a sheet. On the counter next to Stella, there's a can of something that looks like hair 
mousse. Donnie sprays some into my hands and then his own. Antibacterial foam he says. It's floral and I 
realize that this is the source of the sweetness in the air. This is the scent of the NICU. I watched how -- I 
watch how Donnie rubs into the grooves of his knuckles and up his wrists. I do the same and then stare 
at the monitor which hangs above Stella's bed. It flashes numbers and jagged lines, red, blue, yellow, 
green, red, blue, yellow, green, red, blue -- Kate, Donnie says, look at the baby. He nods towards our 
daughter but I don't want to look at her. I don't want to look at that tiny thing. I don't want that tiny 
thing -- tiny yellow thing to be my baby. Donnie's hand is on my back. He presses it gently, okay. The 
phototherapy light is off now and the goggles hang limp from my daughter's temple. On the other 
temple is a circle of Velcro. Velcro glued to her temple. Her eyes are closed. Yellowish red lids over 
bulbisize [phonetic], toothpick ribs shutter with each breath, wires snake away from her chest. Donnie 
cups the top of her head with his palm dwarfing her skull. You can touch her he says. Wrapped around 
one of her feet is a cuff with a red light on it. So I reach for the other but it's impossibly small. How can a 
foot even be this small and hot? She's been baking under the light in the heater which blows hot air 



down on her and now her feet are on fire. I remember the videos from birthing class how the babies still 
covered with the white slime of birth were pressed to their mother's chest. How the babies rested in 
their mother's arms. How the babies latched right on and nursed or not always I guess but -- [laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: That's how it supposed to happen but here I am touching my three day old baby for the 
first time and nothing is as it should be. I rub my thumb over her hot ankle. Suddenly, she stretches her 
arms and legs pushing against me with a force that surprises me.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: I think you're tickling her, Donnie says. I look up. You're tickling her, he says again 
motioning to my hand on her foot. Oh, I quickly lift my hand away and then irritation sinks in. How does 
he know I'm tickling her? Maybe he's tickling her. [Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: But as soon as I'm no longer touching her she settles back under the fleece blanket. So 
he was right. I was tickling her. He knows our daughter better than I do. I feel like crying but I don't want 
to cry here. Take me back, I say, I'm ready to go. So that's the first kind of section and then this next part 
is about a week and a half later. And my mom takes me out to Mimi's [phonetic] house. Mimi's a woman 
that Donnie and I lived with for three and a half years right after we got married. And she was very -- we 
lived with her and did kind of errands and chores around her house in exchange for rent.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: And she's nervous about me. She's like another grandmother. So Thursday afternoon 
my mom picks me up and we drive the 20 minutes to the suburb where Mimi lives. Mimi has left two 
messages and Kim and Dave who replaced us as Mimi's caretakers have called to let us know that Mimi 
is beside herself with worry. I can imagine her sitting down in her brown leather chair fretting and I 
know that the only thing that will ease her fears is to see me. At Mimi's wide rambling house, mom and I 
let ourselves in through the garage just as Donny and I always did when we lived there. And as we walk 
into the familiarity of Mimi's kitchen, I'm struck by how much life has changed in the last year. How 
much it has changed in the last two weeks? Yet as I move through her kitchen and into her living room, I 
feel myself sliding back in time, back into my role as Mimi's caretaker. Kate, she cries when she sees me. 
I lean down and give her a hug and kiss on her papery cheek. Your hair, she says. Then I've been worried 
sick as if these two things are connected. I had just chopped off all my hair. It was long and it was really, 
really short. I cut it, I say. Then I know I'm sorry. What can I get you, tea, coffee? She looks for my mom 
to me placing her hands on the arms of her chair as if she's planning to stand. No, no I say waving my 
hand. I can get it. How about tea? I slip on a cheerfulness that I haven't felt in months and move into her 
kitchen where I put water on the stove and pull mugs and boxes of tea from the cupboards. I line 
everything up on a tray and it's odd but I really do feel almost cheerful. I can see why people stay busy 
when their lives are falling apart. It's so much easier than thinking about what's happening and how 
little control you have over it. I stand in front of the stove as the pot of water begins to sizzle and crack. 
From the other room I hear my mom talking about Stella, about the book she reads to her in the 
mornings on her way to work. I could go back into the living room and describe the texture of my new 
life but instead, I lean against the counter and stare out the window at Mimi's wooded lot where three 
cardinals perch at the birdfeeder. I can't count the number of times I hauled bird seed to that feeder. It 
made Mimi crazy when the squirrels and raccoons would eat the seed. She was always devising new 



methods to repel them. One time she insisted I rub olive oil and cayenne pepper on the feeder post but 
it didn't work. Nothing worked. I actually miss hauling bird seed. I miss taking Mimi's dog, Maggie, for a 
walk every day. I miss all the clear cut jobs I had while Donnie and I lived here. I knew what to do. I knew 
what Mimi needed. I made a difference. When the water boils, I pour it over the tea bags and carry the 
tray with the cups and a plate of cookies into the living room. My mom shows Mimi the photos she's 
taken of Stella. The ones in which Stella is still very jaundiced, Velcro goggles dangling from her temple. 
Oh Kate, Mimi says over and over. I know I say between bites of my cookie but she's doing okay. The 
doctor said she might move back to the special care nursery in a week. Mimi nods I have something for 
her. She points to a huge gift bag on the floor next to her chair. She slides it over to me and I sit with it at 
my feet pulling out onesies and blankets and frilly bibs and burp cloths covered with butterflies, all pink 
and purple and flowered. This is excessive, I say. And I know that she made Kim drive her to Babies R' Us. 
I can picture Mimi leaning on the shopping cart pointing to item after item. I know she did this even 
though she hasn't been feeling well. Thank you, I say, giving her a hug, they're perfect. Mimi shrugs. Go 
take a look at the greenhouse she says. Kim and Dave are doing a wonderful job but I think the orchids 
miss you. A minute later I push open the glass door and step down into the greenhouse and take a deep 
breath. The warm humid air and the scent of dirt fill my lungs. How many hours did I spend here during 
the three and a half years that Donnie and I lived with Mimi? Certainly over 100. Now a couple dozen 
orchids are in bloom and they're yellow and violet and scarlet petals are like shouts amid a quiet sea of 
green. I walk slowly around the center table lifting leaves to check for parasitic scale. I flick one onto the 
floor with my thumbnail. Then I walk along the outside wall with vandas [phonetic], my favorite orchids 
and Mimi's as well, perch along the window like gangly prehistoric birds. One of them is about to bloom 
and through the pale green of the buds I can tell the petals will be magenta. Mimi always gave me credit 
when her orchids bloom. Kate, you're a genius she'd say. I would smile and shrug off her compliment but 
secretly I was pleased that she thought I was responsible for the silky petals with the blasts of color. 
Week after week I groomed and watered those plants but I didn't do anything special. Mostly I just 
watched and waited. And suddenly as I stand in Mimi's greenhouse surrounded by all that throbbing 
color, I understand that this is what I must do with Stella as well. I must wait. I must be patient and 
eventually she will come home. Eventually, I will feel like her mother. [Applause] Thanks.  
 
>> Jill Christman: Now I'll just stand up here and weep publicly. That was really lovely. And that was 
really lovely and also hilarious. [Laughter] Less hilarious, equally lovely. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: So it's great to be in Minneapolis where I spent some time and see old buddies. Where 
is everybody? I want to see. It's such a -- and new buddies. Thanks for being here tonight. I can't find you 
all. And so often when I write about motherhood, not so much anymore but I have to go to conferences 
and things and defend writing about motherhood and this is just awesome to be here where I feel like 
this is what you want me to do. You know what I mean? [Chuckles] Like I don't think I've ever had this 
experience before so I also thank you for that. In fact I was showing at dinner the -- the essay I'm going 
to read is about weaning cause that's the narrative arc here, we're going with. And I'm a professor and 
so we have to basically scrapbook to keep our jobs. [Laughter]  
 



>> Jill Christman: And we had to put articles and things and then our colleagues sit around and go hmm. 
And so I had to put -- I got to put this, my P&T [phonetic] document. And I know that many of my senior 
colleagues were studying this photo that went through with the essay and thinking is it hers? Is it not 
hers? Cause it looks kind of like her baby. So I really that about them, anyway.  
 
>> Jill Christman: Okay. So many things I love in the world, words, mommas, Sonya Huber, Kate Hopper. 
Kate, I'm grateful to you not just for tonight but also for your years and years of work in your writing, on 
your blog, in your classroom, in the media, to pull writing that takes on the subject of motherhood back 
from the margins and put it where it belongs. So I thank you for all that hard work. You're my hero. You 
must be very tired. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: And I really want to buy you a drink. And so -- and also we -- we -- you know we had 
our break but now we're getting -- coming back to the booby thing. So I think I'll just start reading now. I 
didn't have to read my daughter a story last night because I hadn't had time to practice my reading so I 
read this to the subject of the essay last night instead of her bedtime story. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: I don't know if that was good enough mothering or not. [Laughter] But I hope that it 
was and her insight on the essay was really interesting. And I might break it in the middle and tell you 
some of the comments that she had. [Laughter]  
 
 
>> How old is she?  
 
>> Jill Christman: She's seven now. She's a little over two in the essay. So, my daughter, Ella [phonetic], 
was just over two on the morning of her last breastfeeding. She had stumbled in from her own room 
around 5 a.m. as usual, scrambled up into our bed and latched on. Humming and suckling she slipped 
into sweet sleep. Most mornings this was the method by which my husband and I got to be those rare 
parents who sleep until 8. Don't hate me. [Laughter] This morning was different because I needed to 
catch a flight without Ella [phonetic] to interview job candidates for three days at the MLASO --  
 
>> Jill Christman: At the MLA Conference in Washington, D.C. I've never been away from Ella [phonetic] 
for a night, not ever. I lay awake and watched Ella nurse feeling sick with love in the spectra of our 
separation touching the tiny droplets of sweat on her soft temple, watching her jaw pumping out the 
rhythm of our bodies together. My husband Mark [phonetic] and I had decided that this forced 
separation would be the perfect weaning window. And I knew chances were good that this would be the 
last time she and I would lie together like this, cuddled, content, sleepy and sleeping. I must've drowsed 
off myself because the next thing I knew the morning news was mumbling in my ear and the clock 
glowed 6:30. In that alarm clock moment, I did what I had always done when I needed to get up without 
Ella, I slipped my finger between her lips and my nipple to break the suction. Held the gentle pressure 
under her chin until her sucking wound down and her mouth relaxed and then I got out of bed. In the 
dark on the way across the room to the shower I realized what I had done. I had failed to mark the last 
time as the last time. She's 7.  



 
>> Jill Christman: Standing frozen in the warm stream of the shower I felt as if that moment should've 
been something more. What should she and I have done? Lit a candle? Whispered a prayer? [Chuckles] 
Shared a promise? Think of all your last times in love. Did you know they were endings? The end, this 
time so rare I had known and I had let it slip away. On the plane to D.C. my heart was breaking and my 
seatbelt was broken. The buckle clicked but when I leaned forward the whole mechanism slid easily 
along the nylon strap. No resistance. No help at all in a crash but then again who are we kidding? 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: Nonetheless I notified the flight attendant who couldn't get the darn thing to clamp 
either and then there we were a whole plane on the tarmac because of my seatbelt. I dismantled the 
thing and put it back together. It worked. The mechanics were canceled. We took off on schedule and 
the flight attendant offered me a free drink for my heroism. I didn't want to be on that plane. I wanted 
to see my baby. I ordered a Jack and Coke. Why the hell not? Last night I said why the heck not? Why 
the hell not? I wasn't nursing after all. I wanted this high noon cocktail to feel liberating. Instead I 
deplaned with a big fat headache. We met with the job candidates in my gloomy hotel room. By day I 
dressed in a loose jacket to hide breasts that grew larger with every interview and at night when all the 
candidates had gone, I peeled off my professor clothes and climbed naked, a mother again into the 
shower. I needed to express milk, enough so I'd fit into my clothes and not enough to encourage 
production. She's not here I told my body. Give it up. Baba [phonetic] is our family word for breastmilk. 
[Whispers] I don't really know why. Months before I found myself in that dim hotel shower wet and 
weeping, I read a sidebar in a parenting magazine that had made me a smile. A recent study out of 
Australia reported that nursing toddlers say their mother's milk is quote as good as chocolate and quote 
better than ice cream. No wonder Ella was crazy for baba [phonetic], sweet goodness. Standing under 
the warm stream, I lifted my hands up under my breasts and they felt like full IV bags, liquid heft. What a 
waste to squeeze it all away I thought but I did, I did. After three days in D.C. I was afraid to go home. 
What would we be now? On the plane I obsessed over our reunion and all the possibilities scared me. 
Maybe she would run towards me, short arms flailing demanding to be nursed. My husband and I had 
discussed this of course and he had been firm. He knows my weaknesses. You will say no he told me on 
the phone. You weren't here. It was hard. We're not going to do this to her again and by this he meant 
to him. This made sense.  
 
>> Jill Christman: But I wondered about the other end of the spectrum, what if she is mad? What if she 
feels abandoned? What if she doesn't want to see me? When I pulled up in the car, Ella [phonetic] was 
waiting at the glass storm door leaping intermittently. I watched her press her face and both palms 
against the glass and jump, a haze of breath of nose smear. From the driveway I could see she didn't 
plan to punish me for going away. Instead she was all over me with hugs and stories and in those first 
happy hours, she said nothing of baba [phonetic]. I was enough but there was a bedtime ritual yet to be 
performed and part of it was going to be missing. After a bath with four rubber ducks, I dried her in the 
frog towel and got her into her footie pajamas. My heart was in my throat. Baba [phonetic] time. Hold 
me, Ella said. Mommy, hold me. How about a book? I said with forced cheer. Do you want to read a 
book with mommy on the couch? And then daddy will read you some more books in the big girl bed. I 



heard the false notes ringing from my lips and I knew she could too. Ella was two but she was no fool. 
The book reading on the couch went fine, My Opposites, Mis Opuestos. Oh, I said, look the green snake 
is long and in Espanol, largo [phonetic]. Can you say largo [phonetic]? Her pronunciation was surprisingly 
good. I sounded like a parity of a bedtime parent. When the book was over we headed back to the 
bedroom. I was as cheerful as Christmas morning but Ella was on to me. She dug her heels into the area 
rug beneath the dining room table. I want some baba [phonetic] she said. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: Mark and I made eye contact. This is what we had been waiting for. I want some baba. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: I threw my head back and laughed. A friend of a friend had mentioned this technique 
and in this moment I had nothing better. Oh no, I said, still laughing, you don't want baba [phonetic], 
you're a big girl. Mark repeated my message smiling at Ella and then directing his expression to me and 
hissing serpent el largo [phonetic], redirect, redirect. Don't come in the bedroom. You stay out. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: By now Ella was on the floor sobbing but I need baba. But I need baba. At this point, 
nobody was saying anything just once. I walked to a part of the house where I could not hear the 
screams. My breasts were aching. By the time I returned maybe 10 minutes later the sounds were 
muffled, reading sounds. Mark appeared triumphant about an hour later rubbing his eyes. At 7 the next 
morning, Ella scrambled up into our bed. She flopped on her belly and turned her face towards me 
breathing softly. Her breath smelled like sweet corn. I fluffed a pillow to keep her head up by my head 
not in habitual place, breast side. I rubbed her back and hummed. This seemed to make her happy. Then 
she flopped around. I need you to change my diaper she said. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: You should see her now. [Laughter] And then it will be sleeping [phonetic] time. I did. 
It was not sleeping time. I need something she said capitalizing the something, a a [inaudible] style. 
Mark watched us through a cracked eye and chose this moment to intervene. Do you want some water 
in your sippy cup, are you thirsty? Here you go. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: If he hadn't been supervising would I have folded? Would it have been our little 
secret? [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: I still wonder who was weaning whom. Ella slapped the cup away. No I need something 
else. Amazing she couldn't seem to remember what she wanted. She couldn't seem to remember what 
those dark early morning moments had been for throughout the first two years of her life but we could 
see her mind working. Redirect. Redirect. I need something else. Mark gave options, juice, soy milk, Kix. 
She rejected them all and turned to me half remembering. Roll over she demanded. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: Roll over. Since I was facing her I started to roll away, obediently a woman without a 
plan. No roll over. You need to open up the babas. [Laughter]  
 



>> Jill Christman: She pulled on my heavy black shirt. You need to open them up. Open them up. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: And so it went. A cycle of remembering and forgetting until time did its work and made 
nursing avested [phonetic] to babyhood, an artifact something that happened quote last night, Ella's 
umbrella term for all things gone by. Later on the first full day of my return Ella had seemingly forgotten 
about nursing again and we made oatmeal cookies. After the margarine and the sugars, I reached up to 
turn on the Kitchen-Aid and without being told, Ella put her hands flat on the countertop and said only 
mommy or daddy can touch that machine. I wondered if she can forget breastfeeding the nearest and 
dearest thing she has known after only five days how can she remember anything at all? How can she 
hang onto something I've told her maybe twice about a mixer and not be cognizant of the soft keystone 
of her young life? In the weeks after D.C. even though I could reach out and touch her whenever I 
wanted I missed Ella. I missed my baby. The relationship changed. It had to once the nursing was over. I 
cuddled her and she let me but it wasn't the same. I had nothing to offer her that was mine and mine 
alone to give. That can't be true, can it? It felt true. We held back from each other doing the kind of 
dance to avoid physical closeness that might remind us of what we once shared. I keep trying to figure 
out what that feeling like, the stage on the letting go continuum between giving birth and dropping her 
off for her first day of school but since Ella is my first child, I can only compare the shift in intimacy to 
the end of a romantic relationship. Not a messy, dirty breakup but the kind born of time and change. 
The kind you both know has to come.  
 
>> Jill Christman: Okay, so you talk and talk. It's over. This is it. This is the best thing for everyone but his 
stuff is still in your apartment. The hide-a-bed is -- the hide-a-bed couch is a back breaker. This is a time 
of transition. You agree he can stay for three more weeks until the lease starts on his new place. He can 
even sleep on his side of the bed but he can't roll over onto your side but you know how many moles he 
has on his back. You know how he likes the swirl of honey is in his coffee not the whole spoonful. You 
know he'll never replace the cap on the toothpaste even if it's a flipped top designed for recalcitrants 
like him. You know everything but you can't touch him when he's feeling sad about leaving. You can't 
because if you do well there you go. You're back in it and you'll have to begin the separation all over 
again. This is how Ella and I felt. And I know her well enough that I can speak for her too. Here's the 
difference. She wasn't leaving, not yet. For now she's not going anywhere and we need to figure out 
what this new intimacy is going to look like. We need to figure out what replaces what we've lost, what 
we've grown beyond and this can be exhausting. A week after my return this involved a turkey and 
hummus sandwich with the crust cut off it at 3:30 a.m., a picnic. The next day I sighed and said to Ella's 
babysitter, I don't want her to think that this is what we do. We wake up in the middle of the night and 
we have picnics but she was hungry. She ate the whole sandwich. I can't just let her be hungry. The 
babysitter laughed. Well, she was having midnight picnics before, wasn't she? It was just a different 
caterer. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: In nursing, Ella and I located each other. Seconds after the doctor tossed her onto my 
belly, sorry, she rooted around and found what she needed knowing nothing but what I'd read in books I 
followed her lead. Here you go baby. Here you go. Since then we had known no other way of being but 



motherhood is about letting go. First, from our bodies then our arms, then our sight, then our homes 
and then -- weaning falls hard on the spectrum forcing me to see the life Ella will live far beyond me 
where she will learn to find her own sustenance, her own comfort. I have never seen a child of mine 
grown up. I have never seen a child of mine grow up. I am starting to see what it looks like. Thank you. 
[Applause]  
 
>> Okay, we have some time right now before the reception for questions and you can direct them to 
anyone. Where -- where are microphones though? Where -- they're coming. So think about them for a 
minute and anyone have a question now we have a mic.  
 
>> We want to know more about your -- more about your title change and how you figured that out and 
why it is what it is now.  
 
>> Well, I mean it's very practical. Actually I wish I could say it arose from the craft of the -- but -- but I 
should say that it does -- I had a feeling that the other title was ready for air and it's been that since I 
started to write it basically. And it really fit the book when that was in kind of the early drafts but it 
started to not fit as well but I loved the title and so I wanted to keep it but then the book was shopped 
around and rejected in 2007. And then I rewrote the whole thing from scratch, started again a new 
document and it's -- it was getting ready to go out again and my agent said you need a new title 
[laughter] because we want to send it out to some of the houses and you don't want somebody saying 
what, you want this book? I rejected that five years ago or -- so that's -- that's the story but it's small 
continence [phonetic] actually works better in terms of feeling isolated and it's also what Stella's ears 
looked like when they were -- she was very small. She had Africa in one ear and Asia or South America in 
the other. So that was the story about that. So, yes.  
 
>> Did you -- did you and your son ever get acclimated to breastfeeding? Did you guys ever work it out?  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Yeah, we worked it -- he nursed for like I think until about a year and a half or so. He -- I 
guess probably he's a very active kid which he was from when he was born and before that. So it really -- 
I was sweaty mess. It was like a wrestling session at the end of everything. I mean everything about him 
has educated me to the one extreme end of boyness. So yeah, so we both survived and he's very, very, 
very healthy as a result. [Laughter] Other questions?  
 
>> This is a question for Jill. What were your daughter's comments on your essay?  
 
>> Jill Christman: She said -- okay this is cute. It actually kind of made me -- she said now we do this. We 
cuddle on the couch and read. She wanted -- she was concerned that I didn't think the intimacy had 
been replaced by something else. And so she said, when did you write this? Because she was worried. 
She thought it was inaccurate. [Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: She said after they clap and everything, you should tell them that I'm seven now and 
what we do instead. And then she said just a 30 second thing about me should be okay. [Laughter]  



 
>> Jill Christman: And then she said somehow I just don't feel like that was me. [Laughter] So thanks for 
asking. She'll -- I appreciate that because if I hadn't said that. [Inaudible] when I get back, she's going to 
say did you say the thing I told you say? And I would've said -- so I really appreciate that. Thank you. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Yeah, Julie.  
 
>> Julie: I've got a question. Since all three of you, your kids are fairly young and you're writing about 
them and do you think your ethic about writing about them as they are older will change?  
 
>> Jill Christman: I think about this a lot and it already is changing actually with Ella who can read and 
reads over my shoulder. And who I just -- this of one -- actually last night was sort of an experiment to 
see how it felt to read even her -- read to her something I had written about her when she was baby, 
right? And at that time I didn't feel the same kind of reservations that I do now and I mean you know 
some of my work. I don't have a lot of reservations about writing about anything actually but the one 
thing that I do have some reservations about are things that -- for me it's about -- see I'm still trying to 
work this out. I've written an essay on it and I still haven't worked it out. It's trying to figure out where 
my story stops and her story begins and what is going to be her story or Henry's. I have a three year old 
son now also. What is going to be their story to tell instead of mine, this must be something that you 
think about a lot too. So, I feel like I need to negotiate that and also their sense of privacy which I don't 
feel when I write about my parents. Yeah, I'm like they made this bed. If they wanted to -- [Laughter] But 
to my children I feel like I'm responsible to more than my art in a way that I don't feel with the parents. 
So, you guys probably think about this.  
 
>> It's such a great -- it's a great question. I think I stop -- I stopped writing about my son not on purpose 
but because he and I talk so much. And he's -- you know he has a lot of opinions about things and I knew 
-- because I show my work to every -- nontraditional in creative nonfiction among creative nonfiction 
writers in that before something gets published, an essay gets approved or disapproved by the people 
that are in the essays. So especially with my books like all the book chapters go out to all the major 
characters. And so yeah, that would now include my son and I think yeah it would have to be -- you 
know at this point it would have to be like sort of multivoiced [phonetic] essay. So I don't -- yeah, I think 
I'm -- he would just -- he would rake me over the coals. I guess that's the best, that's the short answer so 
I know I don't.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: I actually thought about that. Like this would, this -- even what I read tonight would be 
very hurtful to my daughter. You know if she read it at this point and so I have to before she reads this 
book explain and kind of where I was coming from is this is about early motherhood. This is about me 
grappling with myths. It really isn't about my daughter when she was a baby. It's about how my 
adjusting within this kind of set of stereotypes and myths and what is expected of women and how 
we're supposed to feel and then add that, this premature baby who has all these needs early on. And -- 
but I don't write about her on my blog very often. I try to kind of really not write about either my kids 



just partly because of the tell all nature of blogging. And she would be -- you know she wouldn't want to 
read stuff. She's very private. So I think about that and also this question of when are the stories their 
own? If she -- I think that's what we all have to kind of think about as parents writing about our kids. So, 
a great question. Other questions. Yeah, Crystal [phonetic].  
 
>> Crystal: Thank you for first of all. I am just curious. I have not written for a very long time but I have a 
13-year-old stepson, a 4-year-old, almost 4-year-old daughter and a nine week old daughter. And I'm 
here [Laughter]  
 
>> Yeah. But I'm just kind of wondering when -- because in my experience it's been very different raising 
our son than it has, as a stepmom cause we started raising him when he was two and a half. And so my 
experience with that and our daughters has been very different and I'm just kind of wanting to express 
that. So I'm wondering all these questions have been interesting and your answers but when did you 
start writing about your experience since your kids are still fairly young and mine are very spread out?  
 
>> Jill Christman: I started writing about Ella when I was pregnant with her because I couldn't think 
about anything else. And so it was just really a simple [inaudible]. And I have no idea what was going on 
and I was -- you know and so actually Julie [phonetic] it's something you said to me about pregnancy 
once and I've used it as a metaphor for all these years to be about -- you probably don't even remember 
this. You know when you -- when you're pregnant and my dear friend Anna who is pregnant, you're 
pregnant and then you think it's all about the pregnancy and then you think oh my God it's coming out. 
[Laughter]  
 
>> Jill Christman: You know? And then there's this moment where you think oh and it was at that point 
with the pregnancy and I've used that as a book metaphor. Like in my first memoir like I was just kind of 
writing along, blah, blah, blah, saying whatever I wanted. And then they're like yeah we want to publish 
it and I was like oh my God it's coming out. So I had to start when I had that feeling, that strong feeling I 
started writing. So right away and I've basically been writing about things having to do -- not -- I mean 
not so much, see this is from having to defend writing about motherhood actually that I'm going to say 
the next thing I say which is that I mean I still think about -- I still think about all the these things I 
thought about before I was pregnant too but there's -- there is oh, pretty much always the lens of 
pregnancy and the way in which these children have changed the questions that I have and kind of 
raised the stakes. And so I don't -- and I don't want to. Why would I separate it? So thank you for the 
question.  
 
>> Sonya Huber: Your question made me realize that the answer that I'd given to the previous question 
was wrong in some ways. Kind of like with what -- what Jill was saying. I never write about Ivan these 
days front and center, here's Ivan, he's 7. He likes the NFL. He likes these players. Here's what he did 
yesterday that was cute. I don't do that but he's all with at the peripherary [phonetic]. You know and the 
experience of me being a mom and you know, as a mother this or wondering about a child who might be 
like my son, x and y. Like if it's thread through all over the place and I, you know -- and the issue that you 
bring up of being a stepparent and you know parenting of different kinds like I think there really is, there 



are many ways to write about the experience of parenting even in that complicated way without 
betraying child, children's privacy or confidence. You know I feel like there's that whole internal life and 
there's a lot of metaphor and private conversation that -- that we can draw on. And you know I found 
that in my work that there really is a rich way to talk about the experience, separate from the -- you 
know the intimacy of our child's life. So I would say just start taking notes now. [Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: Well, I feel like I didn't become a real writer until I became a mother. And I started to 
write when Stella was five months old. I was really desperate for words in a way that I hadn't before I 
had her. I was in the MFA program. How did I get in, Julie? [Laughter] I wasn't a real writer but I just 
wasn't -- it wasn't something that lit a fire under me the way that this story did and when I went back to 
writing finally it was Stella's story that, my story becoming her mother that came out and there was a 
real passion with that. But I tell my students -- I mean I have students that are, you know, 50 who are 
just starting to write their motherhood stories or they're 25. And it doesn't matter like at what point you 
are because we all have stories that are rich and different and universal on some level. And I think that 
the important thing is just finding a little bit of time here and there and saying I'm going to do this and 
I'm going to sit down. It can be one day a week for 25 minutes and just start getting those memories 
down. You could take my class, Crystal. [Laughter]  
 
>> Kate Hopper: I could help you. I'll send you email [inaudible]. No, I'm just kidding. I mean I will but 
yeah. Yeah, okay, one more question we'll do and then we can talk more out there.  
 
>> This one's for Jill actually. I was -- as a breastfeeding mother, does your daughter remember 
breastfeeding? Was she traumatized? Do you remember -- do you ask her like  
 
>> She doesn't remember.  
 
>> Why did you stop?  
 
>> She was all  
 
>> No, not like that.  
 
>> Jill Christman: Well, I -- well this conversation came up and this is one of the -- this was I -- this was 
kind of successful in last night's experiment on Ella actually because we got to have this conversation 
about. So I can -- I can tell you that she doesn't remember though I think that she had a sense of sort of 
remembering the intimacy because she knew just what -- she knew exactly what I was talking about 
when she said this is what we do, Mom. And I was like, you're right. And so was she traumatized? No, I 
don't think so though you know there was some bad internet press I got after this essay came out. Kate, 
I had to -- I was in -- I felt terrible. There was all -- there were these blogs that were saying what a 
terrible mother I was. And it was the first time I'd had that experience of putting something out there 
where I was trying to work something out and then I got this kind of public censure for it. Because --  
 



>> It wasn't for nursing. It was for working.  
 
>> Jill Christman: It was for working. It was because I went to the conference and left her and you'd 
think someone who was a professor would be smarter than Jill Christman that she would've made a 
better plan. And that that wasn't the way to wean her and look how she's damaged her daughter 
forever. And I was like but I nursed her for over two years. I carried her with me everywhere. You know I 
row with her propped in my lap. I was like -- but yeah, so I had to write to Kate. So no but to those 
people who blogged about me, she's fine. [Laughter]  
 
>> Well that might hear that.  
 
>> Jill Christman: I hope they do.  
 
>> Kate Hopper: They might hear it. Yeah, thank you so much. Please there's going to be food out in the 
lobby. Come up to these guys and have them sign books or just talk or ask questions and there's wine 
and sparkling water and yummy things to eat. So thank you so much for coming and I really appreciate 
you being here tonight. So [applause]  
 
[ Music ]  
 
>> If you have concerns about your child's growth and development, please talk to your child's 
healthcare provider or call 1-866-693-GROW. That's 1-866-693-4769 to talk to a professional and find 
out ways in which you can get connected to various resources in Minnesota.  
 
>> Do you think I'll have a show called Kid Enough some day?  
 
[ Music ]  
 


